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Aims 2

This tool
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Data and indicators in policy and our lives
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Going to work by…
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Traffic models
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… have tended to ignore pedestrians and cyclists
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Walking and cycling tracking data!
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… makes pedestrians and cyclists visible

… helps considering and understanding their needs

Bologna ECC 2013 cycling heatmap
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Walking and cycling tracking data!
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Invest here!?!?!?
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General research questions
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What are the planning and decision making processes 

conducted in cycling and walking policy?

How can the data generated by tracking be used to support 

and positively change these processes?
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Specific research questions
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What planning processes followed by walking and cycling planners? 

What data do they currently use for planning? 

What specific objectives do they have in cycling and walking planning?

What triggers actions? In particular, what is weight of strategic planning 
versus day-to-day issues in mobility planning?

What problems and barriers do they face?

How are planning processes and political decision making processes linked?

How do the elements above vary in different local contexts?

In which ways would tracking based information be useful and applicable in 
practise?

Which types of information/indicators delivered by cycling and walking 
tracking would be most useful?

In which ways would tracking based information be useful for non-planning 
stakeholders’ activities (e.g. lobbying for cycling and walking policies)?
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Overview of work
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2 Current practices and 
information needs 

3 Potential of tracking 
for planning and policy

4 Indicators and new 
planning approaches

• Objectives and priorities (of cycling 
and walking planning)

• Sources of data used and analysis for 
analysis for planning

• Decision making processes

• gaps in information relevant for 
planning 

• assess the quality of tracking data
• assess the potential of tracking-based 

information to reform planning and 
policy making processes in cities 

• Identify relevant indicators
• Data spatial and time dimensions
• Methodologies for indicator 

calculation
• Proposal of alternative planning and 

policy-making processes

1 Analytical processes and materials

• Research questions • Methodology and tools • Streamline inputs for indicators• Identify literature sources

5 Guidelines 6 Specifications
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Some results so far
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Planning processes and decision support systems – Giacomo Lozzi, Polis

see dedicated presentation

Preliminary findings on tracking potential – Predrag Živanović, Univ. Belgrade

see dedicated presentation
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New policy & planning approaches 12

Decision 
makers

Planners 
(walk/cycling)

Public 
opinion

Planners 
(other)

Vision & goals Operational 
activities

communication

pressure

influence

communication

analysis   & priorities

Roles of tracking data in planning & policy process 
(in red)

monitoring

22-jan-16 Workshop “Tracking for Policy & Planning”
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Four topics for 
discussion

Workshop

22-jan-16 Workshop “Tracking for Policy & Planning”
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1. Urban Mobility paradigm, visions and goals

Can cycling and walking tracking data influence vision and goals?
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2. Planning and operational activities. 

How can cycling and walking tracking data improve them?
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3. Challenges. 

What are the limitations and barriers to the realization of the 
potential of walking and tracking data? How could they be 
solved?
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4. Indicators and visualizations. Which are relevant in the 
situations identified under 1. and 2.?
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Workshop
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First Stage

Overview of initial results of TRACE. 

Participants identify up to 3 issues in each of four perspectives. 

Second stage

Discussion tables 

Four rounds of discussion to discuss the four topics

Participants randomly change tables between each round

Third stage

Participants rethink elements of relevancy in each of the four 
perspectives and write them on post-its 

(after lunch) Synthesis of results
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Topics of discussion
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1. Urban Mobility paradigm, local visions and goals. How 
could tracking data contribute to change and improve 
them?

2. Planning and operational activities in urban mobility. how 
could tracking data contribute to change and improve 
them?

3. Challenges. What are the limitations and barriers to the 
realization of the potential of walking and tracking data? 
How could they be solved?

4. Indicators and visualizations. Which are relevant in which 
situation identified under 1. and 2.?
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YOU!

For further information contact the project coordinator at INESC ID:

Paulo Ferreira, Phone: +351 21 3100230, Email: paulo.ferreira@inesc-id.pt


